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                                                                                                             Platform 
Criteria

MongoDB

Website http://www.mongodb.org/

OS Linux (Ubuntu & Debian Packages)

Programming languages/bindings/APIs C, C# C++ Haskell Java Javascript Perl PHP Python Ruby Scala (via 
Casbah)

How it works? You have a data directory where MongoDB stores data
You start MongoDB server in a terminal
Start the MongoDb shell which connects to server. Then you can start 
querying for documents from the server. You can do administrative queries 
from the shell but you can also perform queries programmatically with the 
help of s driver for any of the supported languages (API) 
Can do queries of the type: SELECT * FROM…
There is an sql to Mongo mapping chart 
http://www.mongodb.org/display/DOCS/SQL+to+Mongo+Mapping+Chart

Used for Real-time analytics

Archiving relational data

Logging

Main features offered by the product Document oriented storage
Full index support
Replication & High Availability
Auto sharding
Querying 
Fast in place updates
Map reduce
GridFS
Commercial Support

Main features that this product claims to bring extra than others MAP REDUCE:

-Useful for batch processing of data and aggregation operations. 
-Invoked via a database command.  The database creates a temporary 
collection to hold output of the operation. (if choose to be in RAM 8MB 
limit) The collection is cleaned up when the client connection closes, or 
when explicitly dropped. Alternatively, one can specify a permanent output 
collection name.  map 
and reduce functions are written in JavaScript and execute on the server.
If in RAM the result object will contain an array of documents containing the 
result

Type of data it can store A document has basic JSON types: string, integer, boolean, double, null, 
array, and object + special types: date, object id, binary data, regular 
expression, and code.
It has a timestamp data type

How fast is the input(load time)/output(retrieval time) of data Output:
Of map reduce ~ 8ms for a few documents

4mins for 500.000 simple (key,value) results

Input:
3mins for 2.8million simple key,value pairs

Granularity (static/dynamic) – see if looses precision as more data is 
stored

Up to programmer 

How much volume of data can it handle? (per sec / to store over time)

Benchmarks http://www.mongodb.org/display/DOCS/Benchmarks

Community activity Very good

Quantity Detailed Documentation Consistenrt

Possible Issues Uses indexes for every column

http://www.mongodb.org/display/DOCS/Benchmarks
http://www.mongodb.org/display/DOCS/Object+IDs
http://www.mongodb.org/display/DOCS/Commands
http://www.mongodb.org/display/DOCS/SQL+to+Mongo+Mapping+Chart
http://www.mongodb.org/


The overhead of each document becomes significant if each object associated 
to the document is small => if have more tiny objects one technique is 
combining objects.  In some cases you may be able to embed objects in other 
objects, perhaps as arrays of objects.  If your objects are tiny this may work 
well, but will only make sense for certain use cases.

Comments Allows for querying for subelements of an array, (index on any column – so 
u can have an index on the timestamp of the op messages and do anything 
with all the other associated values) and multikeys.

Map reduce can be used to change the granularity of data to be plotted e.g. 
apply filter on windows of sample data (mean). Also can  use map reduce to 
count events .i.e. if for instance an operational message has a string value 
field associated (which is within a certain  fixed set) then you can count the 
occurrance of these message types – then can plot etc

■ Benchmark 
http://www.mongodb.org/display/DOCS/Benchmarks
To evaluate the performance of these three stores, frequency counts for 2.8 million unique reads 
were loaded. Real stores would have additional details on each read, but the general idea is the 
same: a large number of relatively small documents. Each of the stores was accessed across the 
network on a remote machine. The 2.8 million reads were loaded, and then a half million records 
were retrieved from the database. The python scriptsare available on github. The below table 
summarizes the results:

Database Load time Retrieval time File size

Tokyo Cabinet/Tyrant 12 minutes 3 1/2 minutes 24MB

CouchDB 5 1/2 minutes 14 1/2 minutes 236MB

MongoDB 3 minutes 4 minutes 192-960MB

MongoDb file size could be a problem: it generates a 960MB file only using tips from 
http://groups.google.com/group/mongodb-user/browse_thread/thread/191df9d1dbfdfc79 otherwise 
2GB file. But the max file you get for a large DB is 2GB

Tokio cabinet has very small file size so could be considered as an option?

http://kkovacs.eu/cassandra-vs-mongodb-vs-couchdb-vs-redis – this is a comparison between 
MongoDB and Cassandra
3 Further work that needs to be accomplished
More research needs to be done on Cassandra and MongoDB:

– better understanding of Cassandra data model
– better quantify how fast are the writes and the reads

Note: The information from this file is mostly taken from the various links mentioned above.

http://kkovacs.eu/cassandra-vs-mongodb-vs-couchdb-vs-redis
http://groups.google.com/group/mongodb-user/browse_thread/thread/191df9d1dbfdfc79
http://github.com/chapmanb/bcbb/tree/master/keyval_testing
http://www.mongodb.org/display/DOCS/Benchmarks

